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About This Game

Always Higher is a single-player sci-fi adventure shooter.

The future semi-destroyed world is divided into hundreds of districts competing with each other. The central government is
weak. As the final encounter is approaching, confrontation between the two leading groups gets fierce. The only three things
you know are that you are an agent infiltrated into the enemy’s secret laboratory with the aim to steal important data, that you

need to escape, and that yours is a good cause.

But if it is so, why don’t you remember anything else?

The game uses all VR features available today to create an experience as immersive as possible. It’s not just a shooter or a
simple puzzle game. To accomplish the goal – just like in the non-virtual reality – you need to be quick, watchful and smart.

Warning. The game requires SteamVR-compatible virtual reality headset with two tracked motion controllers and minimum 2x2
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meter (6,6x6,6 ft) play area (however, 3x2 or more m is recommended).
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Title: Always Higher
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
AntiAnti
Publisher:
AntiAnti
Release Date: 21 Jul, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GTX970 / AMD equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4 GB available space

English
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morning

This review was written by Xorph, my girlfriend, through family share:
_______________
No lie this series has some damn good soundtracks, def buy 'em.

9\/10

If this wasn't just a soundtrack this review would probably have actual substance!

Follow my Curator to be kept up on all my reviews, including stuff I ghost-write through Family Share!

Check out the discussions on my Group if you wanna see my reviews of non-steam games, suggest what I should play next, or to
yell at me for calling your favorite game bad!. Suprisingly boring and overly comical. Much prefer Airport Tycoon. An amazing
game for the money and could easily take off, if you have some friends or something it is a very fun game, but you both use 1
mouse so no online yet. Would be awesome if the developer could add a character or weapon customiser or creator and also
implement throwing weapons. One of the best games I've ever played
Glorious violence, melee and shooting blended to make combat intense.
Online is still alive and it will never die, just don't expect to jump in and do well
Some of us have been here a long time (note most of my hours are on xbox)

Would recommend to anyone willing to put the time in to learn the game. This game has a lot of problems: bad voice acting
(german accents mixed with american ones); the character is very slow to act; worst of all - it has a propensity to freeze during
loadings (and there is a lot of loadings). Which is a pity, because it gives you an insight into the dark days of Germany during
World War II.

I cannot recommend it.
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its not a platformer.
 its a weird puzzle game.
but whats bad is, half way through the first level youll glitch fall through the ground and have to restart. every time.
 pretty lame.
dev replied: he fixed that bug. but i cant be bothered to play until i find the next game ending bug. im not an alpha tester, this
isnt early access.. Fundamentally lacking in fun.

The graphics are painful and dated, the controls are a slog; using items in the inventory can be frustrating when trying to apply
them in appropriate areas. The plot itself is extremely short and contrived. For an adventure in a science fiction space station,
dealing with cover-up mysteries and police politics, everything boils down to petty revenge and an unfortunate one-night stand
from an aggravating protagonist (who does not have the redeeming value of being written in a compelling fashion).

None of it compels significant interest or a need to keep playing, save maybe to get your money's worth from this game. There
have to be countless greater point & clicks on Steam.. I paid $5 for Devil May Cry 4 and it took around 13 hours to finish on
Devil Hunter mode. I used an Xbox 360 controller the entire time. I wouldn't say I did great, but I still got to the end with some
frustration. I'd say I highly recommend this one.

I've never played a DMC game before. The closest I got was X-Blades and that...wasn't really a good representative of the
spectacle fighter genre or whatever it's called. This review is probably better aimed at people new to the series like I was.

The game is a third-person action title. Apart from solving some simple puzzles, DMC4 largely revolves around fighting groups
of mooks and large bosses, often in a “room locks, kill everything to proceed” format. Nero's gameplay involves using a mix of
his gun and sword for regular combat, but he has a unique feature in his Devil Bringer arm for heavy but slow attacks or for
bringing an enemy/yourself closer or to evade some attacks. Dante's gameplay involves on-the-fly swapping between his four
stances along with changing his ranged and melee weapons. Nero's playstyle felt easy to use for a newcomer like me, and Dante
felt pretty advanced though I still did fine without really using his full potential.

DMC4 is the kind of game that rewards you for learning its systems and playing well. You're graded at the end of each mission
on time taken, Style points, the percentage of Red Orbs found, and any modifying bonuses or penalties like using no items or
dying and continuing. Higher ratings give more Proud Souls which are spent to unlock new abilities or weapon combos or the
like. You can also refund spent Proud Souls to tweak or completely remake your build between missions or at the Divinity
Statues scattered through the environment. Time taken is self-explanatory, and Red Orbs are found in the world and are dropped
by enemies, and these are spent at Divinity Statues for consumable recovery items or permanent boosts with no refund option.

As for Style points, one of the series' features is its high risk Style system. By avoiding damage and attacking enemies with
strings of combos, your Style meter will raise and increase in rank. Getting hit will knock you down a couple of ranks, and using
your guns to play it safe won't impress anyone. It's a largely optional feature, but apart from the rewards mentioned above, it
does feel awesome to work up to a high rank and keep it going.

There are a total of seven difficulty levels though you start with two. For what I played being “normal” level, it was still pretty
tough, though I imagine it'd be a cakewalk for veterans. Apart from the unlockable standard hard and very hard, there are a
couple of different ones where both you and the enemies die in a single hit, where only you die in a single hit and the enemies
don't, or one where enemies spawn in fairly large packs as shown in some of the screenshots on the Steam Store page. There are
other things to unlock on the collectibles side, like the Gallery entries or in-game achievements, and there are Secret Missions
hidden away with bonuses for those who can complete them.

Overall, I enjoyed DMC4 despite some annoyances like having to fight the camera a couple of times, or bosses that were a
chore to kill. I probably won't pick it up again anytime soon, but I left the game on a high note at least. The game ran incredibly
well on my rig in DirectX10 mode and I think I only saw less than 60 frames maybe once the entire run. There's a lot of replay
value if you like the idea of harder challenges or just want to get a better score. This version of the game tends to be cheaper
than the Special Edition, though that obviously has more content and features in its favor.
. Super Laser Racer was a hidden gem in an indie racing pack. Super fun arcade title that brought me back to playing Galaga &
Tempest in Windows 3.1 (These are true classics for those who don't know). Loved it. 8\/10 for an indie title.. If you're looking
for the original Ultimate Domain (US) \/ Genesia (EU), then steer clear of this game. I paid $19.99 for it and tried to give it a
fair shake after discovering it's not much like the original. Sadly that is when I learned that if you play more than 2 hours on a
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game you are automatically disqualified by Steam from receiving a refund. Note to self, don't give games a fair shake if you
don't love them after 20 minutes anymore. Perhaps the developer will one day turn this into a game worthwhile, but at it's
current condition, it's not worth more than $1.99, and that's being generous.. I love this game! The graphics are good and it
scares the crap out of people when they try it. The guns feel good to shoot and the objectives are fun. I beat it a year ago and
came back to it to find new levels and updates. Thanks for one of the best VR Zombie wave shooters!. I like it but lots of bugs.
This airplane is not good. It glitches on the ground,and the graphics in the cockpit are not good. Wanna know how bad the
graphics are in the cockpit? The ignition key isnt even 3D,its flat! The airplane taxi's very well but controls horribly. Please trust
me,don't buy this.. If you are into the more experience based titles, this may be for you. La Peri is very much in the same vein as
The Blu, the apolo experience etc.

Pros:
- There wasn't any point where I felt confused with my task, although there is minimal interaction the game does make you feel
involved, and succeeds in putting you not just front and center, but in the middle of a ballet experience.
- If you really indulge in the story it can be quite captivating. The narration is excellent.
- Frame rates and performance was great on my gtx970, game seems well optimized.
- There was a good balance between having your feet on the ground and parts where you'd experience virtigo.

Cons:
- The flashlight was annoying, I really just wanted it off for most of the experience and wish I could disable it. Making sure I
had it behind my back took a bit away from the experience.
- Wish there were more human dancers, maybe another scene with two dancers or an extra scene... the animals were amazing,
but the dancer... WOW... I want more of that!
- Scale seems slightly off with regards to the models, I felt the dancer was too small by 5-10 %.
- Too short. I'm not particularly frugal, but I feel like it could have been longer for my $10 spent. That being said, this caters to
a smaller demographic in an already 'petite' VR community... so $10 isn't that absurd if it means I'm supporting these devs.
- End of the game had no prompts... just went black. I didn't know if there was more coming or if it had glitched... just black.
- All of the above is me being nit-picky, if this was twice as long of an experience, it would be perfect IMO.. Well, I spent 3
\u20ac on logging in 2 days after purchase and game said: "Hey, you're selected for some
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t! Select solider!" And I had already one character prepared to be a medic and,
cuz Reto know with people, I selected my main character and got DLC on him. Gj Reto.

 DLC is good ( can't say anything cuz ya get a medic pouch and ribbon ), just be careful when logging in, to select a
soldier, one already prepared.
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